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Introduction
Conventional neutral beam systems require line-of sight access to the plasma in a confinement experiment . If the target is a reacting plasma, the neu trons produced by the fusion reactions are free to
stream into the neutral beam system, inducing radioactivity and possibly damaging beamline components .
To counteract this problem, we have started a series
of experiments designed to develop a means of transporting a negative ion beam through several bends
(negative ions are used rather than positive ions
because they can be converted to neutral atoms with
higher efficiency) . This technique could be used to
transport the ion beam through a maze in the neutron
shielding before conversion of the beam to neutrals,
thus providing neutron shielding for critical
components of the beamline such as the ion source and
accelerator.
Neutronics calculations done for a
hypothetical mirror reactor indicate that adequate
shielding can be provided by this method . l This
technique can also be used to advantage to transport
a preaccelerated beam, before final acceleration,
through a differential pumping section, to minimize
the H- loss by pumping away the background Hz gas
as quickly as possible.

Ion Source and Accelerator Performance
The ion source and accelerator have produced a
1-A, 80 keV beam of W ions with a pu 1se 1ength of
30 seconds5.
A number of measurements has been
made to characterize the beam produced by the source
and accelerator, prior to its entering the transport
section. These measurements are summarized in Table
1.

Table 1.

Typical ion source and accelerator data.

Beam current
Beam energy
Electron content
Uniformity along slot
Normalized emittance
perpendicular to slot
Beam divergence (1/e)parallel
to slot

1 A

80 keV
12%
+ 20%
0.4511' mrad•cm

± 17 mrad

Feedthrough

Ion Source, Accelerator, and Matching/Pumping System

100 kV

ring insulator

The negative hydrogen ion (H-) beam is produced
by a surface-conversion ion source2 and is accele·rated by a conventional single-slot accelerator . The
beam is in the form of a sheet, with a nominal cross
section of 25 by a few centimeters. The design current is 1 A, at an energy up to 80 keV. The corresponding current density is approximately 13 mA/cm2.
Following acceleration to 80 keV, the beam enters
the Matching/Pumping (M/P) section, which uses the
Transverse Field Focussing (TFF) concept.3 Static
electric fields transverse to the beam deflect the
beam and provide the focussing forces necessary to
counteract the beam space charge forces . The TFF M/P
section4 consists of two sets of carefully shaped,
curved electrodes, and is intended to transport the
beam through two 1inked 70 degree . bends.
In the
regions near the edges of the beam, the electrodes
are shaped so as to provide a potential well in the
long direction of the sheet beam, to prevent the beam
from spilling out.
Local pumping, provided by
cryopumps, is used to minimize negative ion loss due
to stripping of the electron by collisions with
background
gas.
These
cryopumps,
now nearly
c omp 1eted, will be emp 1oyed in the next stage of the
experiment. Weak magnetic fields, from permanent
magnets built into the electrodes, remove any
electrons that might have been accelerated along with
the H- beam. An additional function of the TFF M/P
section is to change the cross section of the beam to
better match an additional TFF accelerator, now under
construction.
A diagram of the source, 80 keV accelerator, and
TFF M/P section is shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 2 shows
a photograph of the TFF M/P section electrodes .
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Fig. 1.

Plan view of the 180 keV TFF system.
Electrodes 1 through 4 comprise the TFF M/P
section .

The emittances quoted are normalized, and refer to
the beam within a contour containing 90% of the beam .
A typical emittance diagram taken in the transverse
direction (short direction of the beam) for a beam
energy of 57 keV is shown in Fig . 3. The aberrations
seen are due to the very high perveance of the accele rator and nonuniformity of current density; measured
and calculated emittances are in good agreement.5

*This work was supported by the U.S . Department of Energy under Contract No . DE - AC03 - 7&SF00098 .

TFF Matc hing /P umping Section Performance

At this stage of the experiment, the currents
drawn to the TFF electrodes are s ubstantial; the
variation of these currents with gas flow into the
so urce i s shown in Fig . 5 for a 42 keV beam.
All
currents vary linearly with pres s ure, and exhibit an
intercept that is zero or very close to it .
The
linear dependence with gas flow indicates that the
mo s t probable origin of these currents is secondary
electron emission resulting from the impact of ions
or neutrals on the negative electrodes.
The fact
that the intercepts are near zero indicates that
there i s very little direct beam interception; it is
most likely, therefore, that the secondary electrons
result from the impact of neutral H atoms that were
created by electron detachment collision of the beam
with the background gas .

To date we have operated the TFF tra nsport system
with W beam currents up to 400 rnA and energ ies up
to 57 keV .
An em ittan ce diagra!'l of a 57 keV beam
taken in the tran s ver s e direction at the midpoint of
the beam i s s hown in Fig . 4 . The normalized emittance
of this beam is abo ut 33% higher than that of a
beam
measured
at
the
exit
of
the
s imila r
prea ccelerator before insta l lation of the TF F M/P
section (compare wit h Fig. 3).
We are investigating
the
cause
of
thi s
appa rent
emittance
growth.
Computer simulation s show no emitta nce growth; it is
likely that th e appare nt increase is caused by
ripple s in the output of the high voltage power
supply (which at the time was not regulated), which
causes the bea m to "fl utter " in both angle and
po sition, leading to a time-averaged measurement of
the emittance that exceeds the true emittance.
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Emittance diagram of a 57
produced by the accelerator .
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Top vi ew of the TFF M/ P electrodes installed
in the vacuum housing .
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Faraday cup mea s urements taken 40.6 em downstream
to detect negative ions and electrons indicate that
the electron content of th e beam i s insignificant;
the e le ctron trap built into the tran s port sect ion
wor ks as expected . The beam a l so steers a s expected
from ion opt ic s ca l c ulations when the potentials on
the
TFF
electrodes are
varied.
The total
Hcurrent exiting the TFF M/P sect ion , as determined by
integration of the c urrent density ov e r the cross
section of the beam, agrees well with the power
su ppl y c urrent after correction for e l ectron content
in the initial beam.
The mea s urement s made on a 40
keV beam indicate a lo ss of about 14+7% of the Hbeam .
Monte
Carlo
ga s
flow calculations6
had
predi cte d a loss of 17%.
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Emittance diagram of a 57 keV H- beam
after passing through the TFF M/P section.
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Another contribution to the electrode currents results from electrons emitted from the intermediate
electrode of the accelerator (the "gradient grid"),
which are collected on the positive TFF electrodes. A
simpl~ model taking these effects into account yields
an estimate of the secondary emission coefficient for
the first negative TFF electrode (an array of molybdenum tubes); the va 1ues are in the range of 3 to 5.
These values are probably reasonable, considering
that some of the neutrals strike the surfaces of the
tubes at grazing incidence, and that there is also the
possibility of cesium contamination of the su~faces.

An additional TFF acceleration module has been
designed and nearly completed. 7,8 This accelerator
will add 100 keV to the 80 keV of the preaccelerated
beam, yielding a 1-A, 180 keV H- beam.
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Fig. 5.

Electrode currents versus gas flow rate.
Conclusions and Future Plans
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The 1 A, 80 keV accelerator performs exactly as
expected. Beam pulses up to 30 seconds long have
been obtained.
From our preliminary data, beam
transporting in the TFF M/P section also performs as
expected, with the exception that the currents to the
TFF electrodes are larger than anticipated and there
is some apparent emittance growth. We are now taking
steps to reduce these currents to a more manageable
level: 1) we are installing the cryopumps (mentioned
earlier) in the TFF M/P section to reduce the gas
pressure, 2) we are considertng increasing the anode
area of the source, so that we can operate it at
lower pressure, 3) we are considering surface
treatment of the TFF electrodes to reduce the secondary emission coefficient, and 4) we are considering
modifications to the gradient grid to reduce the flow
of secondary electrons from the gradient grid to the
positive TFF electrodes.
To help resolve the
question of apparent emittance growth, we are now
installing regulated HV power supplies.
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